
Intentionally Catholic in a 
Sexualized World

SE Continuing Education 2020

If you have participated in SE training in our diocese in the past you know that this online format is 
unusual for us.  Not because we avoid technology, but because we have a strong belief that sexual 
abuse is a sin that thrives in darkness and pulls for silence.  Everything about sexual abuse pulls 
those involved into secrecy.  For this reason, we generally insist that SE training be presented in an 
interactive dialog with the adults you will be working and volunteering with.  We want to create an 
open dialog and encourage discussion so that when you notice concerns you are comfortable 
consulting with one another and with us. 

Our initial SE training has evolved over the years.  In response to the awareness of abuse by leaders 
in the Church in 2002, our first trainings were directed toward informing the faithful about what 
happened and adopting safe environment strategies to ensure that it did not happen again.  We 
used principles from the social sciences and general safety preparedness to create a safe 
environment for children when they are in our care.  Over the years we have explored in our SE 
training how the strategies we use to create a safe environment, must not only prevent abuse and 
exploitation, but also promote right relationships and healthy human formation for those we serve.  
We discussed how our SE strategies help us to create a faith environment where we model Christ 
and proclaim the Gospel and promote spiritual growth of those we serve.  In the last several years it 
has become apparent that our efforts to create safe environments need to stretch beyond our walls 
and become a part of the culture of healing and protection that has its roots in the origins of the 
Church. 
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Intentionally Catholic

To Know Christ and
To Make Him Known

To Love Christ and 
To Share His Love

Father John Ricardo

To promote a culture of healing and protection in our world today requires that we be deliberately 
different from those with intent to harm others and that we be INTENTIONALLY CATHOLIC.  To be 
Intentionally Catholic in today’s world requires that we have a firm foundation in our identity and 
purpose.  Let’s begin in prayer…
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Lectio Divina

For our opening prayer today, Armando Chavarria, director of the Diocese of Grand Island’s Office 
of Evangelization and Faith Formation is going to lead us in a form of prayer called, lectio divina. 
Lectio Divina involves four parts: 
Lectio (reading),
Meditatio (meditation),
Oratio (prayer),
and Contemplatio (contemplation).
Lection Divina provides a way for us to have an encounter with God in Scripture.  As the result of 
our encounter we are also called to Actio (action).
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Small Group Discussion
• What part of this scripture resonated with you most?

• What does it mean to you to be a child of God?

• What does this say about your identity? 

…your purpose?
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Our Identity
In God’s Divine Plan
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In the beginning….

“…God said: Let us make human beings in our image, after 
our likeness...

God created mankind in his image; in the image of God he 
created them; male and female he created them.

God blessed them and God said to them: Be fertile and 
multiply”

Genesis 126-28

To understand our nature, to understand God’s plan for us, it is helpful to go back to the 
beginning…
Created in the image of God, who is love, we were created for love.
In God’s image, we were created male and female - complimentary to one another and designed 
for relationship.
God Himself is a relationship – Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
The union of male and female in matrimony images the Trinity and allows us to be co-creators with 
God.
During his papacy, Saint John Paul II dedicated five years of weekly audiences to what became 
known as the Theology of the Body (What we know about God by studying our bodies)
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Why God Gave Us Bodies

Father Mike Schmitz provides a good overview of some of the key concepts of theology of the body 
in this video clip from his Ascension Press presents talk, “Why God Gave Us Bodies” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9rmXFG10fc
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Key Concepts in TOB
1. God created the world and us with a purpose and out of 
love.

2. We are made in God’s image and likeness.

3. We are a unity of body and soul.

4. What we do with our bodies matters.

5. God is love – We were created for love, by love.

6. Jesus came to restore our brokenness.

The six main concepts of the Theology of the Body that Father Mike summarized are critical for 
understanding the Church’s teaching on love and sexuality.
1. God created the world and us created with a purpose and out of love.
2. We are made in God’s image and likeness.
3. We are our bodies.
4. Therefore, what we do with our bodies matters.
5. God is love.
6. Jesus came to restore our brokenness.
As we think about how to be Intentionally Catholic in the world, it will be helpful to keep these key 

concepts in mind.  They help us to make sense of Church teaching and to fully understand God’s 
beautiful plan for love and marriage.
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Personal Dignity

2335 Each of the two sexes is an image of the power and tenderness of God, 
with equal dignity though in a different way. The union of man and woman in 
marriage is a way of imitating in the flesh the Creator's generosity and 
fecundity: "Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and cleaves to 
his wife, and they become one flesh." All human generations proceed from this 
union.

• 2333 Everyone, man and woman, should acknowledge and accept 
his sexual identity. Physical, moral, and spiritual difference and 
complementarity are oriented toward the goods of marriage and the 
flourishing of family life. The harmony of the couple and of society 
depends in part on the way in which the complementarity, needs, 
and mutual support between the sexes are lived out. 

2333 Everyone, man and woman, should acknowledge and accept his sexual identity. Physical, 
moral, and spiritual difference and complementarity are oriented toward the goods of marriage and 
the flourishing of family life. The harmony of the couple and of society depends in part on the way 
in which the complementarity, needs, and mutual support between the sexes are lived out.
2334 "In creating men 'male and female,' God gives man and woman an equal personal 
dignity."119 "Man is a person, man and woman equally so, since both were created in the image and 
likeness of the personal God."120

2335 Each of the two sexes is an image of the power and tenderness of God, with equal dignity 
though in a different way. The union of man and woman in marriage is a way of imitating in the 
flesh the Creator's generosity and fecundity: "Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and 
cleaves to his wife, and they become one flesh."121 All human generations proceed from this 
union.122
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Catholic Identity
• We are defined by our Creation:

• Beloved Child of God.

• The Image of the Triune God.

• Created by Love for Love.

• Male and Female He created them…

• EVERYONE is deserving of dignity and respect.

• EVERYONE is created for relationship with God.

• EVERYONE is called to love and be loved.
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Our Purpose
In God’s Divine Plan
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“What-it-is-ness”

• We know about the 
nature of something by 
knowing what it is for.

• Its “What-is-it-for-
ness”

Everything has a nature to it – a “what it is-ness”  We know something about its nature by 
considering what it was made for…its ”what-it-is-for-ness.”  
What would you say is the nature of a table?
Fr. Mike Schmitz
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The nature of sexuality…
2332 Sexuality affects all aspects of the human person in the 
unity of his body and soul. It especially concerns affectivity, the 
capacity to love and to procreate, and in a more general way 
the aptitude for forming bonds of communion with others.

Babies and Bonding

Sexuality, offers man and woman the capacity to love and pro-create.  In the context of marriage, 
sex leads to bonding between spouses and the creation of new life.   The nature of our sexuality is 
“Babies and Bonding.”
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Making Visible the Invisible
• 2331 "God is love and in himself he lives a 

mystery of personal loving communion. 
Creating the human race in his own 
image…God inscribed in the humanity of 
man and woman the vocation, and thus the 
capacity and responsibility, of love and 
communion."

• Through the sacrament of marriage man 
and woman become a visible sign of the 
Trinity in the world.

Saint Pope John Paul II states, “The body and it alone has the capacity to make visible the invisible.  
According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, “God is love and in himself he lives a mystery of 
personal loving communion” – the Trinity.
In creating human persons male and female, he gave them the capacity and the responsibility of 
love and communion and he commanded them to “be fruitful and multiply”
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What-is-it-ness is Stable

• Changing the use of 
something does not 
change its nature / 
what it is.

• A table is still a 
table, even if we use 
it like a chair.

Changing the use of something does not necessarily change its nature – what it is.
For example, a table is still a table, even if we sit on it like a chair.
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Mis-use Violates Nature / Integrity

• We can 
mis-use 
something 
to a degree 
that violates 
its very 
nature.

There is such a way that you can use a thing that violates the very nature of what it is…and when 
we violate the nature of something it can be destructive ….the same thing is true when it comes to 
people
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Out of Order
“By its very nature, the sexual act finds its proper 
fulfillment in the marital bond. Any sexual act that takes 
place outside the bond of marriage does not fulfill the proper 
ends of human sexuality. Such an act is not directed toward 
the expression of marital love with an openness to new life. 
It is disordered in that it is not in accord with this twofold 
end and is thus morally wrong.”

– USCCB Guidelines for Pastoral Care…

“Sexual pleasure is morally disordered when sought for itself, 
isolated from its procreative and unitive purposes.”

-Pontifical Council for the Family

“By its very nature, the sexual act finds its proper fulfillment in the marital bond. Any sexual act that 
takes place outside the  bond of marriage does not fulfill the proper ends of human sexuality. Such 
an act is not directed toward the expression of marital love with an openness to new life. It is 
disordered in that it is not in accord with this twofold end and is thus morally wrong.”
Issued by USCCB, November 14, 2006 Copyright © 2006, United States Conference of Catholic 
Bishops. All rights reserved. To order a copy of this statement, please visit 
www.usccbpublishing.org.
Ministry to Persons with a Homosexual Inclination: Guidelines for Pastoral Care
“Sexual pleasure is morally disordered when sought for itself, isolated from its procreative and 
unitive purposes.”

Pontifical Council for the Family, The Truth and Meaning of Human Sexuality (December 8, 1995), 
no. 11, 
www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/family/documents/rc_pc_family_doc_08121995_
humansexuality_en.html. 6 CCC, no. 2363; see Code of Canon Law (CIC) (Washington, DC: Canon 
Law Society of America, 1998), c. 1055 §1.
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What Violates the 
Nature of Sex /Sexuality:  

• Contraception

• Abuse and 
Exploitation

• Sexual Assault

• Pre-Marital Sex

• Adultery

• Pornography  
/Masurbation

• Homosexual Acts

• Sex / Gender 
Reassignment

Violates Our Identity
• Every human sexual 

act has a nature –
regardless of anyone’s 
experience, 
orientation, or 
attraction.

Every human sexual act has a nature – regardless of anyone’s experience, orientation, or attraction.
When sex is mis-used and the nature of our human sexuality is violated – it violates our very 
identity.
Based on what we know about the purpose of human sexuality, what examples can you think of in 
our sexualized world that would violate the very nature of our sexuality?
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The Promise
• No matter where we find ourselves, God enters into our life 

so we can enter into His.

• “God became man so that man can become God.”
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Discussion
• Based on what you just heard, how would you summarize 

God’s plan for sex and love?
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Our Sexualized World
And its Impact

We are hard wired to search for meaning…to search for God.  Without the truth of our creation in 
God’s image and identity as His sons and daughters, our yearning for God, our yearning for truth is 
often replaced with an on-going search for identity.  In our sexualized world this often becomes a 
search for sexual identity.
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Hard-wired for connection…
• Created to love and be loved we are hard-wired for connection 

and driven to seek relationship with others.

• Attempts to meet this need for connection can lead people to 
explore sexuality in different ways.
• Some individuals feel dis-connected or isolated in their efforts to meet this 

need for intimacy and connection.

• Others seek love by “over-connecting,” seeking connection with others 
without commitment

• Some find connection in committed long-term relationships.
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Discussion
• Our world offers many voices and perspectives which can 

create confusion regarding the truth of our sexuality.

• What are some of the messages you hear in our culture 
regarding sexuality?

We have talked previously in SE training about how our world sexualizes relationships, sexualizes 
children, and sexualizes violence.  The normalization of sexual violence contributes to the abuse 
and exploitation of children and grooms them to be compliant victims and perpetrators of sexual 
violence.  (Cordelia Anderson, 2007).  How the sexualization of children and violence leads to 
sexting, sexual harassment, pornography, abuse and trafficking and how they perpetuate one 
another…  There are other more subtle messages that can create confusion as well…
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Mainstream Messages

• Sex is merely an activity between any “consenting adults.”

• We are defined by our sexual interests, attractions, and 
experiences.

• Love = Sex= Intimacy

In a more subtle way, the culture’s view of sexuality wears away at our ability to form intimate 
connections and to experience truly loving relationships by reducing sex to a mere activity, by 
defining our identity as our sexual interests, attractions or experiences, and by confusing love, sex, 
and intimacy.

We see the impact of such messages in declining marriage rates and increased cohabitation, in 
descriptions of the “hook up culture” that is now predominant, and in recent change in the 
definition of marriage – an institution that had remained unchanged for thousands of years.   If we 
looked back we could likely see these changes in behaviors and practices emerging over the past 
several decades.  What is perhaps more startling is the impact our sexualized culture has had in the 
very identity of young people in a single generation.
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In recent years the number of descriptors used in our popular culture to define one’s gender 
identity and sexual orientation has risen dramatically.  When the Fifth Edition of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) was published in 2013, the prevalence rate of 
Gender Identity Dsyphoria was estimated to impact somewhere between .002% and .014% of the 
general population. 

By 2014 Facebook was already providing 58 options for their users to identify themselves based on 
sexual orientation and gender identity.

For further reference:
Gender identity refers to a person’s internal sense of being male, female or something else.
Gender expression refers to the way a person communicates gender identity to others through behavior, 
clothing, hairstyles, voice or body characteristics.
Transgender - individuals who transiently or persistently identify with a gender different from their natal 
gender.
Transexual - an individual who seeks, or has undergone, a social transition from male to female or female to 
male, and possibly a bodily transition through cross-sex hormone treatment and / or genital surgery (sex 
reassignment surgery.)”
American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5
Gender Identity - “Is a category of social identity and refers to an individual’s identification as male, female, or 
occasionally, some category other than male or female.”
Gender Dysphoria - “As a general descriptive term refers to an individual’s affective / cognitive discontent 
with the assigned gender but is more specifically defined when used as a diagnostic category.”
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Generational Growth

An increasing number of adults self-identify on the LGBT 
spectrum.

1. 4% Traditionalists | 1913-1945

2. 4% Baby Boomers | 1946-1964

3. 2% Generation X | 1965-1979

7. 3% Millennials | 1980-1998

12-14% Generation Z | 1999-2015

Most random studies that ask individuals to identify their sexual identity or orientation find 
between 2 and 4 percent of people endorse a same-sex or bisexual orientation.  (Centers for 
Disease Control).

Studies which examine these statistics by generational groups show a startling finding.  There is a 
marked increase across generations in the number of adults who identify themselves as gay, 
lesbian, bisexual or transgender.  This increase both raises the question, “why?” and alerts us to the 
possibility that we are increasingly likely to encounter young people in our ministry who are 
struggling with same-sex attractions and gender confusion.  (Eden Invitation)

This chart represents only those who are labeling themselves as Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, or 
Transgender.

Catholic ministries like Eden Invitation, Courage International, and Overcome Ministries work with 
many people who have experienced same-sex attraction, but do not identify with the label LGBT or 
the lifestyle it often represents.
Statistics from Eden Invitation
https://www.edeninvitation.com/statistics
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Experiencing Same Sex Attraction

Many young people may not identify on the LGBT spectrum, 
but their attraction - to varying degrees - isn't exclusively to 
the opposite sex.

24. 1% Millennial Women

11. 9% Millennial Men

52% Generation Z

Many young people may not identify on the LGBT spectrum, but their attraction - to varying 
degrees - isn't exclusively to the opposite sex.
The number young adults who do not identify on the LGBT spectrum, but who report experiencing 
an attraction to someone of the same sex shows an even more dramatic increase across 
generations.  (What is protective for the identity of these individuals that they acknowledge the 
experience of same sex attraction, but don’t define themselves by this experience).
Statistics from Eden Invitation
https://www.edeninvitation.com/statistics
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Silent Youth

• 81% of religiously-identifying youth have not shared with 
someone at their church.

• 69% of those in isolation feel they have no one to talk to.

• 46% have still experienced bullying, harassment, or sexuality-
based name calling from their peers, despite not being "out." 

• 45% of gender non-conforming adults age 18-24 have 
attempted suicide.

• 57% of gender non-confirming youth feel they cannot talk to 
their family about emotional difficulties.

• While reporting these experiences in a research study, many youth identify that they have not 
shared these experiences with anyone in their personal life.  

• The majority of youth who identify themselves as affiliated with a religion report that they have 
not shared their experiences with anyone at their church.

• Many who have not shared their experience of same sex attraction indicate that they feel they 
have no one to talk to.

• Almost half have report that they have experienced bullying, harassment or sexuality-based 
name calling from peers.   

• A similar number (ages 18-24) report that they have attempted suicide.    
• Over half feel they cannot talk to their family about emotional difficulties.
• In our SE training we talk about the thousands of individuals who had experienced abuse by 

clergy that were not known to the Church as individuals who were hurting in silence.  
• These statistics suggest that youth in our parishes who experience same-sex attraction and 

gender confusion are also hurting in silence. 
Statistics from Eden Invitation
https://www.edeninvitation.com/statistics
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Perception of Church 

91% of currently non-religious millennials think 
churches are "anti-homosexual"

31% of millennials identifying as LBGT left the 
Christian faith of their childhood.

53% are unsure if their church would accept them

Ninety one percent of non-religious millennials think that churches are “anti-homosexual”

Almost one-third of millennials who identify as LBGT have left the Christian faith of their childhood.

Fifty three percent of young adults surveyed were unsure if their church would accept them.
Statistics from Eden Invitation
https://www.edeninvitation.com/statistics

One reason for this uncertainty may be that they are hearing only part of the message….only 
hearing part of the truth.  Or they are not seeing action behind the words.
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Discussion
• Do you find these statistics surprising?

• What do you think makes young people feel uncertain if they 
are welcome in their Church?  …What prompts them to 
leave the faith of their childhood?

• Do you think an individual struggling with same sex 
attraction or gender identity would feel welcome in our 
parish? 
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Mainstream Culture

• There is an idea that if we are not in a 
sexual-relationship we cannot 
experience love.

• There is a tendency in our culture to 
separate intimacy from relationship 
and to equate intimacy with sex.

• There is an idea that the primary 
purpose of relationships is to feel joy or 
happiness in the company of another.

• There is a tendency to view 
relationships as what fulfills our 
ultimate meaning and purpose.  

Catholic Understanding

• There are many types of loving and 
intimate relationships. 
• Sexual intimacy is reserved for one type 

of relationship.

• Loving relationships are not just 
emotional, but vocational.
• In the vocation of matrimony, Men and 

women become one and bring about the fruits 
of their complementarity.

• Celibacy in a religious vocation such as holy 
orders, represents a one-ness with Christ

• The Universal vocation of love and communion 
calls us to self-giving relationship for the good 
of others.

• Relationships point us toward God, do 
not fulfill the need for the connection / 
oneness with God that we were created 
for.  

There is an idea out there that if we are not in a sexual-relationship we cannot experience love. – That we are 
destined for loneliness.
There is a tendency in our culture to separate intimacy and relationship and to equate intimacy with sex –
(Friends have become acquaintances and strangers become sexual partners)
There is an idea that the primary purpose of relationships is to feel joy or happiness in the company of 
another. (The idea that love is feeling good in the presence of another)
There is a tendency to view relationships as what fulfills our ultimate meaning and purpose.  

The Catholic Understanding of love and relationships is that there are many types of loving and intimate 
relationships (and really only one type that involves sexual intimacy).  Sexual intimacy is reserved for husband 
and wife as “it concerns the innermost being of human person”  and “a sign and pledge of spiritual 
communtion.” (CCC 2360-2361)

Loving relationships are not just emotional, but vocational.
In the vocation of matrimony, Men and women become one and bring about the fruits of their 
complementarity.
Celibacy in a religious vocation such as holy orders, represents a one-ness with Christ
The Universal vocation of love and communion calls us to self-giving relationship for the good of 
others.

Relationships point us toward God, do not fulfill the need for the connection and oneness with God that we 
were created for.  Marriage, for example, is the prefigurement of the fulfillment of the people of God in 
Christ.
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Discussion
• What about our nature and purpose tells us that we are not 

fulfilled in isolation?

• What about our nature and purpose tells us that we are not 
fulfilled in non-marital sexual relationships?

• What about our nature and purpose tells us that we are not 
fulfilled in same-sex sexual relationships? ….what about 
committed “same-sex marriage”?
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Same Sex-Attraction and the Nature of 
Human Sexuality

Homosexual acts violate the true purpose of 
sexuality. They are sexual acts that cannot be 
open to life. Nor do they reflect the 
complementarity of man and woman that is 
an integral part of God’s design for human

sexuality.

As we discussed earlier, any act that goes against the nature of who we were created to be (“what-it-it-ness”) 
and what we were created for (“what-it-is-for-ness”) is “disordered.”  
“Sexual pleasure is morally disordered when sought for itself, isolated from its procreative and unitive 
purposes.”

-Pontifical Council for the Family

In their guidelines for Pastoral Care for Individuals with a Homosexual Inclination, the US Bishops explain 
further,  “Because of both Original Sin and personal sin, moral disorder is all too common in our world.  There 
are a variety of acts, such as adultery, fornication, masturbation, and contraception, that violate the proper 
ends of human sexuality.  Homosexual acts also violate the true purpose of sexuality. They are sexual acts 
that cannot be open to life. Nor do they reflect the complementarity of man and woman that is an integral 
part of God’s design for human sexuality.

Issued by USCCB, November 14, 2006 Copyright © 2006, United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. 
www.usccbpublishing.org.
Ministry to Persons with a Homosexual Inclination: Guidelines for Pastoral Care

The person is not described as disordered…the act is, because it does not follow the “natural order”….or the 
“nature of” human sexuality.
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Same-Sex Attraction and the Catechism 
• “Homosexual acts are intrinsically disordered” and immoral.  

“They are contrary to the natural law. They close the sexual 
act to the gift of life. They do not proceed from a genuine 
affective and sexual complementarity.”  (CCC, no. 2357)

• Having homosexual inclinations is not immoral.  It is 
homosexual acts that are immoral.”  United States Catholic 
Catechism for Adults, p. 407)

• “…men and women with deep-seated homosexual 
tendencies…must be accepted with respect, compassion, and 
sensitivity.  Every sign of unjust discrimination in their 
regard should be avoided….”  (CCC, no. 2358)

For this reason the catechism states.. “Under no circumstances can homosexual acts be approved.”  
Sacred Scripture presents such acts as “acts of grave depravity,” citing Gen 191-29; Rom 124-27; 1 
Cor 6:10; 1 Tim 1:10.  The Church describes “homosexual acts” as “intrinsically disordered.”  If you 
recall from our earlier slide, the Catechism describes any sexual act that does 
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Person First Language
• We are not defined by our wounds, by our weaknesses, or our sins  -

Saint Pope JPII

• The Church does not say that who we are is wrong.

• Our experiences are not our identity.

• If we try to define ourselves by anything less than who we truly are it 
will always end up in heartbreak and pain

• The Church calls us to say yes to our true identity…beloved child of 
God

To clarify this, Fr Mike Schmitz recommends the use of “person-first language.”  He quotes Saint 
Pope John Paul II who said, “We are not defined by our wounds, by our weaknesses or our sins” 
The Church does not say that who we are is wrong.  The Church offers a bigger definition for us 
than our wounds or our sins and recognizes that it is a problem if we identify ourselves by our 
experiences or attractions.
“If I am my experience and my experience has a distortion than I am wrong.  We experience
pain and shame when we identify ourselves with our brokenness.”  Father Mike Schmitz
Part of your experience but not your identity – your identity is more than your experience
If we try to define ourselves by anything less than we truly are it will always end up in heartbreak 
and pain (whatever the wound is you may experience for the rest of your life –
The Church calls us to say yes to our true identity…beloved child of God.
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Respect, Compassion, and Sensitivity

• All people are created in the image and likeness 
of God and thus possess an innate human dignity 
that must be acknowledged and respected. 

• In keeping with this conviction, the Church 
teaches that persons with a homosexual 
inclination “must be accepted with respect, 
compassion, and sensitivity.”  CCC 2358

Far from singling out or oppressing those with same sex attraction, the Church calls for respect, 
compassion and sensitivity.
US Bishops write, “All people are created in the image and likeness of God and thus possess an 

innate human dignity that must be acknowledged and respected.1 
In keeping with this conviction, the Church teaches that persons with a homosexual inclination 
“must be accepted with respect, compassion, and sensitivity.”

The Catechism states, “2358 The number of men and women who have deep-seated homosexual 
tendencies is not negligible. This inclination, which is objectively disordered, constitutes for most of 
them a trial. They must be accepted with respect, compassion, and sensitivity. Every sign of unjust 
discrimination in their regard should be avoided. These persons are called to fulfill God's will in 
their lives and, if they are Christians, to unite to the sacrifice of the Lord's Cross the difficulties they 
may encounter from their condition. “
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Speaking the Truth in 
Love
Accompanying youth who are struggling

Finally, when we encounter youth who are struggling, we, as church, need to walk with them. 

To be Christ like – to be intentionally Catholic - we need to be “radically inclusive”
In the words of Father John Bartunek, “The Church is inclusive in the way that Jesus was inclusive, 
he welcomed everyone…but he loved them too much not to share with them the truth.”
If we are to make Christ known in the world… if we are to share His love, we must know how to 
speak the truth in love
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Love and Truth

In this talk to Stuebenville youth in 2016, Mary Bielski illustrates the concept of love and truth in the Church.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-hO2vpbz9k
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More Alike than Different
• Ultimately, we all desire the 

same things:  
• To belong 
• To be heard,
• To be loved
• To be called.

• In accompanying others we 
must be prepared to offer each.

Ultimately, we all desire the same things:  To belong, to be heard, to be loved and to be called.
Accompanying individuals who are struggling in our sexualized world,(whether their struggle is 
temptation to sin, loneliness, same sex attraction, gender confusion, or the aftermath of abuse and 
exploitation)  must be prepared to offer each.
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Belonging
• Hard-wired for connection, and 

created to love and be loved, we 
all experience a deep desire to 
belong.

• The core of who we are as 
children of God is that we belong.

• Youth need to know:
• God created you.  You belong to Him.
• You have a home in the Church
• No matter what you do, God’s got 

your back
• God chose you.  He loves you.  He is 

waiting for you to choose him.

The core of who we are as children of God is that we belong.
Our culture tells you that you have to behave a certain way or become a certain person and then 
you belong
The Church tells us:  From the very core of who you are, you belong – You already belong just by 
who you are
We were created in love for love.  All of the anxiety, fear, hiding, and sin was because of the fall.  
We forgot who we are….we forgot that we belong.

The first message that youth who are struggling need to hear is that they belong to God.  They 
belong in His church.  They are part of His family.  He has already chosen them (in their mother’s 
womb he knew them!)

Hard-wired for connection, and created to love and be loved, we all experience a deep desire to 
belong.  We need to have a sense of where we belong and who we are.
Youth need to be assured of the following:
• “God created you.  You belong to Him.” (I have called you by name.  You are mine.)
• “You have a home in the Church”
• “No matter what you do, God’s got your back.”
• “God chose you.  He loves you.  He is waiting for you to choose him.
Mary Bielski – Called to Belong
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q66SkfcGVSA
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Not Us vs Them, but WE
• We are all on the journey to God 

together.
• We all have struggles.
• We all have temptations.
• We all have disordered desires that 

can lead us astray, that can bring us sorrow.
• We are all children of God.
• Jesus offered Himself for all of us.

As Catholic Christians, (remembering that Catholic means universal), we are all on the journey to God 
together.
Every one of us has struggles.  We all have temptations.  Because of original sin, we all have disordered 
desires that can lead us away from God and bring us pain and sorrow.
We are all children of God.  
Jesus offered himself for all of us.
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Be Heard…

“We need to practice the art of 
listening, which is more than simply hearing.
Listening...is an openness of heart which makes
possible that closeness without which genuine
spiritual encounter cannot occur. Listening
helps us to find the right gesture and word
which shows that we are more than simply
bystanders.” 

-Pope Francis, §171 The Joy of the Gospel

We all need to BE Heard.  To accompany others, we must first listen.
In the words of Pope Francis, 
“We need to practice the art of 
listening, which is more than simply hearing.
Listening...is an openness of heart which makes
possible that closeness without which genuine
spiritual encounter cannot occur. Listening
helps us to find the right gesture and word
which shows that we are more than simply
bystanders.” 

-Pope Francis, §171 The Joy of the Gospel
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Listen without Distraction
“Take time, quality time. This means being ready to 
listen patiently and attentively to everything the 
other person wants to say. It requires the self-
discipline of not speaking until the time is right. 
Instead of offering an opinion or advice, we need to 
be sure that we have heard everything the other 
person has to say. This means cultivating an interior 
silence that makes it possible to listen to the other 
person without mental or emotional distractions.”

-Pope Francis, The Joy of Love

Take time to listen without distraction.  In the Joy of Love Pope Francis describes this level of 
attentiveness, “Take time, quality time. This means being ready to listen patiently and attentively to 
everything the other person wants to say. It requires the self-discipline of not speaking until the 
time is right. Instead of offering an opinion or advice, we need to be sure that we have heard 
everything the other person has to say. This means cultivating an interior silence that makes it 
possible to listen to the other person without mental or emotional distractions.”
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Be Loved

This clip of Father David Pivonka addressing youth at Stubenville in 2016 is an excellent example of 
the kind of outpouring of love we need to offer as church.

Hear his compassionate words and also take time to notice his genuineness and presence.
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Be Called
We all share a common calling:

• To the universal vocation of 
love and communion

• To chastity

• To love, not use

• To carry our cross

• To holiness / sainthood

When speaking truth, focus not on sin, but on our call.  Not on that which divides, but on that which 
we share.
We all share a common calling... to the universal vocation of love and communion
to chastity… to love, not use… to carry our crosses…. to holiness and sainthood.
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Called to Love and Communion
• There are many forms of love and 

communion.
• Communion with God
• Human Friendship
• Family Relationships
• Service to Others / Works of Mercy
• Vocation

• Marriage
• Religious Life
• (Single life – “not a vocation, but a 
condition”)

It is our innate desire for love and connection that leads us to seek relationship with others and 
makes us most vulnerable to the world’s distorted view of sexuality.  While the mainstream culture 
tends to focus on romantic relationships and sexual connection, the Church leads us to many forms 
of love and communion.

Communion with God
Human Friendship
Family Relationships
Service to Others / Works of Mercy
Vocation

Marriage
Religious Life
(Single life – “not a vocation, but a condition”)
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Called to Chastity
2359 Homosexual persons are called to chastity. By 
the virtues of self-mastery that teach them inner 
freedom, at times by the support of disinterested 
friendship, by prayer and sacramental grace, they can 
and should gradually and resolutely approach 
Christian perfection. 

2348 All the baptized are called to chastity. The 
Christian has "put on Christ” the model for all 
chastity. All Christ's faithful are called to lead a chaste 
life in keeping with their particular states of life. 
At the moment of his Baptism, the Christian is 
pledged to lead his affective life in chastity.

Outside of the full context of the Church’s teaching on love and sexuality, her teaching that 
“Homosexual persons are called to chastity” may seem opressive…

What many fail to realize is that we are all called to chastity.   2348 All the baptized are called to 
chastity. The Christian has "put on Christ” the model for all chastity. All Christ's faithful are called to 
lead a chaste life in keeping with their particular states of life. At the moment of his Baptism, the 
Christian is pledged to lead his affective life in chastity.
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Chastity ≠ Loneliness

• We all experience loneliness.

• There is no antidote to loneliness.

• Chastity and celibacy do not lead to loneliness, but rather, 
lead to authentic love.

• Every vocation calls us to deny things in our life – to take 
up our cross.

Because our culture emphasizes sexual connection and romantic relationships, a common concern 
regarding living a life of chastity is that one will be lonely.  In the words of Father Mike Schmitz,  
“Chastity is not a life-sentence of loneliness.”  Practicing chastity leads us to authentic love.
There is no antidote to loneliness.  There is no single vocation that promises that we will never be 
lonely and there is no vocation, when followed, that leaves us alone.  Marriage is not the antidote 
to loneliness.  You can be lonely and be married.  Chastity in single life and celibacy in religious life 
does not lead to loneliness. 
Life is not easy.  There is suffering, no matter your vocation or circumstance.  
Suffering is the result of the fall / original sin.
Every single one of us are called to deny things in our life – to take up our cross. 
-Father Mike Schmitz, Made for Love
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Carrying Our Cross
• God did not create us to suffer.
• Suffering is the result of the fall / original sin.

• “If not this, it would be something else.” -Father Mike Schmitz Made for Love

• Christ will bring good from our suffering if we join our suffering 
to his.

• NO ONE is the exception to God’s law or God’s mercy.
• NO ONE is the exception to God’s love or His call to love others.

• NO ONE is the exception to the cross or the resurrection.
• God says,“My grace is sufficient for you.” 
• You may still have to carry your cross, but you have God.
•

• You are not alone.

God did not create us to suffer.
Suffering is the result of the fall / original sin. (and so often it is not your personal sin, but the result 
of sin in the world)
Every single one of us are called to deny things in our life – to take up our cross.   
“If not this, it would be something else.” -Father Mike Schmitz Made for Love
The good news is…

Christ will bring good from our suffering if we join our suffering to his.
God does not take our crosses away he says, “my Grace is sufficient for you.”  -Father Mike 
Schmitz, Made for Love

You may still have to carry your cross but you have God.   You are not alone

Father Mike Schmitz – Made for Love
Christ will bring good from our suffering if we join our suffering to his.
NO ONE is the exception to God’s law or God’s mercy.
NO ONE is the exception to God’s love or His call to love others.
NO ONE is the exception to the cross or the resurrection.
God says,“My grace is sufficient for you.” 
You may still have to carry your cross, but you have God.
You are not alone.
Father Mike Schmitz –Made for Love
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Call to Holiness

• There is no saint (other than the Blessed 
Mother) who was not touched by original 
sin.

• They struggled as we do.

• There is no sin, no desire that is bigger than 
God’s mercy.

• “Proclaiming Christ means showing that to 
believe in and to follow him is not only 
something right and true, but also 
something beautiful, capable of filling life 
with new splendour and profound joy, even 
in the midst of difficulties.” 

§167 Joy of the Gospel

We are all called to holiness.  That may seem a daunting task, but also comforting as well.  There is 
no saint (with the exception of the Blessed Mother) who was not touched by original sin.  When 
you read the lives of saints you learn that they struggled just as we do. “There is no sin, no desire 
that is bigger than God’s mercy and love for us”

In the words of Pope Francis, “Proclaiming Christ means showing that to believe in and to follow 
him is not only something right and true, but also something beautiful, capable of filling life with 
new splendour and profound joy, even in the midst of difficulties.” 

§167 Joy of the Gospel
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Ministries and Apostolates:
• The Courage Apostolate  https://couragerc.org/

• EnCourage https://couragerc.org/for-families/

• Eden Invitation – Anna Carter and Shannon Ochoa                    
https://www.edeninvitation.com/

• Overcome Ministries – Kim Zember
https://overcomeministries.org/
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Helpful Books / Documents 
• Made for Love - Father Mike Schmitz 

https://www.ignatius.com/Made-for-Love-P1693.aspx

• Always Our Children: A Pastoral Message to Parents of 
Homosexual Children and Suggestions for Pastoral Ministers 
– United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
https://www.usccb.org/topics/marriage-and-family-life-
ministries/always-our-children-pastoral-message-parents-homosexual

• Ministry to Persons with a Homosexual Inclination:  
Guidelines for Pastoral Care – United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops
https://www.usccb.org/about/doctrine/publications/upload/ministry-to-
persons-of-homosexual-iInclination.pdf
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Additional Media Resources

• Father David Pivonka – Video: Love and Same 
Sex Attraction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFiDctfexO4

• Mary Bielski – Video: Love and Same Sex 
Attraction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-
hO2vpbz9k

• Video: Desire of the Everlasting Hills– The 
Courage Apostolate https://everlastinghills.org/

• Video: The Third Way –Blackstone Films
https://www.blackstonefilms.co/thethirdway/

• Video: Love and Same Sex Attraction – Father 
Mike Schmitz 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWZ171V0w
EQ 

• Video: Anna’s Story – Eden Invitation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m31wfuIjk
mM

• Video: Shannon’s Story – Eden Invitation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3TeVmpv0
WI

• Video: Unashamed as Church – Eden Invitation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XejupPnd3jQ

• Video: Why God Gave Us Bodies – Father Mike 
Schmitz 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9rmXFG10
fc

• Video: Bruce Jenner and the Transgender 
Question – Father Mike Schmitz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-9_rxXFu9I

•

•

•
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Creating a Solid 
Foundation
Equipping children and youth to enter the 
world

In this last section I want to give you just a brief overview of some of the 
foundational tools that you can use to help children and youth form a solid 
identity before facing our sexualized world head on.  These materials will be 
included in an online resource guide that will be available on  our website at:  
https://www.gidiocese.org/children-and-youth
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Friendships

Formation
of holy

Rooted 
in FAMILY 

Foundations for Identity Formation

Grounded in

TOB

Identity formation occurs in relationship with others.  Developmentally, in order for a toddler to 
have a sense of self, they first need a sense of another.  The building blocks of our identity are our 
family relationships and friendships.  An identity grounded in truth, firm in the knowledge that we 
belongs and are loved and guided by the wisdom of the one who created is less vulnerable to 
confusion.  A clear sense of the language of the body and practice in chastity guard against 
experiences that serve to disconnect us from authentic love.  The formation of holy friendships 
exposes us to the vocation of love and communion, providing opportunities to experience intimacy 
and practice chastity.
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At the Core
• Children and youth need a 

solid foundation, grounded 
in truth and surrounded 
by love in order to navigate 
our sexualized world.

• At the core is a clear 
identity as Child of God.

Our children need a solid foundation, grounded in truth and surrounded in love to thrive in our 
sexualized world.
At the core is  a clear Identity as Child of God
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Intentionally Catholic – Making Christ 
Known / Sharing Christ’s Love
• Not every child and young person experiences a loving, 

nurturing environment.

• We must be intentional in our efforts to create a context of 
love and compassion and to help them discover their identity 
as children of God.

• Identity formation is a task of adolescence that is often 
achieved through exploration.  At this age youth are 
particularly vulnerable to cultural messages about sexuality.

• We must be intentional in offering the same love and 
compassion as they grow to understand their sexual identity 
and role in relationships. 

Not every child and young person experiences a loving, nurturing environment.
We must be intentional in our efforts to create a context of love and compassion and to help them 
discover their identity as children of God.
Identity formation is a task of adolescence that is often achieved through exploration.  At this age 
youth are particularly vulnerable to cultural messages about sexuality.
We must be intentional in offering the same love and compassion as they grow to understand their 
sexual identity and role in relationships. 
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The Sign of the Cross as a Reminder of Our 
Identity and Purpose

This clip of Father Mike Schmitz from the Alteration series from Ascension 
press presents the sign of the cross as a concrete reminder of our identity and 
purpose.
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Key Concepts in TOB

1. God created the world and us 
with a purpose and out of love.

2. We are made in God’s image 
and likeness.

3. We are a unity of body and 
soul.

4. Therefore, what we do with 
our bodies matters.

5. God is love.
6. Jesus came to restore our 

brokenness.

There are many good introductions to Theology of the Body that are developmentally appropriate 
for children and youth from toddler through adolescence.  Check out the online resource guide 
developed to supplement this session for references.  

Key concepts of the Theology of the Body help reinforce our identity and purpose.  

1. God created the world and us created with a purpose and out of love.
2. We are made in God’s image and likeness.
3. We are our bodies.
4. Therefore, what we do with our bodies matters.
5. God is love.
6. Jesus came to restore our brokenness.
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What We Do With Our Body Matters
1. What we do with our body 

should make God known.  
• Right relationships should look like 

God – the Trinity

• Others should see God through us.

2. What we say with our body 
should be the truth.
• Our body has a language and just 

like I words, what we do with our 
body should speak the truth.

3. What we do with our body 
should show God’s love.

• The opposite of love is using someone 
like an object.

• Don’t use your body to treat others 
like an object.

4. What we do with our body 
should bring us closer to God, 
not separate us from God.
• Sin divides, love connects.

Even very young children can understand that “What we do with our body matters.”  Simple concepts to 
explain this to even very young children may include:

With our bodies we help make things that cannot be seen seen.  (The body makes visible the invisible - JPII).  
No one knows what we are thinking or how we are feeling unless we show them with our body.  Our bodies 
show others about our God who made us.  What we do should let others see God (what things could we do 
that would make it hard for others to see God in us?  What could we do that would show others how God 
loves them?   Our relationships should look like the love between God the Father and God the Son.  (The 
Trinity)

Just as it is important for our words to speak truth, what we do with our bodies should also speak truth.   
(What are some ways we could “tell a lie” with our body?  - pretending we are sad to get attention, acting like 
we will share and then don’t, acting friendly when there is no one else to play with and mean when other 
friends are around, breaking promises, spreading rumors, not doing what we said we would do, etc)

We were created to love and be loved.  What we do with our bodies should show love.  JPII said, “the 
Opposite of love is not hate, it is using another as if he or she were an object.  Using another person to get 
something we want or treating another as less that ourselves, less than a person  or less than a child of God 
always results in someone being hurt.  We were created to be loved, not used.  

Sins are actions that divide – they separate us from God, cause division among people.  Our what we do with 
our bodies should bring us closer and others closer to God.  
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Topics for Teens

Mainstream Culture

• Sex is merely an activity 
between any “consenting 
adults.”

• We are defined by our 
sexual interests, attractions, 
and experiences.

• Love = Sex= Intimacy

Catholic Teaching

• Sex is a unifying action between 
spouses central to marriage and 
the creation of family.

• Our identity is bestowed on us by 
our Creator. 

• Romantic love (Eros) is only one 
type of love.  We are called to 
self-giving, fruitful love in 
imitation of Christ.

Teens may benefit from a full curriculum on the Theology of the Body that includes some straight 
talk about the culture’s view of love, sex, and relationships compared with God’s divine plan for us.  
Be sure to include parents in any such discussion and use a team approach.  Check your resource 
guide for resources including Theology of the Body curriculum programs that present the full depth 
of the Church’s teaching on love and sexuality.
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Foundation of Truth
• Natural Law

• Commandments

• Beatitudes

• Scripture / Gospel Message

• Sacred Tradition

• Catechism of the Catholic Church

Grounded in

Children also need a foundation of truth which includes an understanding of natural law, the 
commandments, the Beatitudes and the Gospel message.  Knowing scripture and sacred tradition is 
like reading and thoroughly understanding the “operators” guide before you drive your new car or 
set up your new phone or device.  The one who designed it knows all of the features and all of the 
dangers.
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Family as Foundation
• God created us within a family

• Marriage and families make 

visible the invisible Trinity

• Mothers and Fathers are both 
important

Children need a clear sense of family as foundational.  God created us within a family for a reason.  
In the words of Father David Pivonka “God could have made us to reproduce like fish…but he 
didn’t”  God had a purpose in mind when he created us male and female – he designed new human 
life to begin in a family.

Marriage and families make God visible in the world.  Because they are a permanent, loving 
relationship, families resemble God, who is the Trinity.  
God created us male and female because mothers and fathers are both important.  They offer 
unique gifts to the family and they complement one another.  Children need good fathers and 
mothers.  (God is a good, good father…Jesus gives us his mother, who never fails us when we ask 
for her intercession).
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Friendship Promotes Chastity
2347 The virtue of chastity blossoms in friendship. It shows the 
disciple how to follow and imitate him who has chosen us as his 
friends, who has given himself totally to us and allows us to 
participate in his divine estate. Chastity is a promise of 
immortality.

Chastity is expressed notably in friendship with 
one's neighbor. Whether it develops between 
persons of the same or opposite sex, friendship
represents a great good for all. It leads to 
spiritual communion.

The Catechism tells us that “the virtue of chastity blossoms in friendship.”  If we do friendship well, 
we will learn to live the virtue of chastity.

Our culture confuses sex and intimacy.  So many of our contacts, which we label friendships, are 
nothing more than acquaintances, with no real intimacy or growth.  In the words of Father Mike 
Schmitz, “we need to re-learn the script for friendship.
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Friendship in Popular Culture
• Friendship of Utility (Aristotle)

• Based on usefulness / need

• Lacking in depth, meaning, and 
connection

• Friendship of Pleasure (Aristotle)
• Based on pleasure / good feelings

• Common interests

• Time spent together

• Over-emphasis on Eros / Romantic 
Love

Friendship in Communion with Christ
• Friendship of Virtue (Aristotle)

• Sharing common values

• Motivated by friend’s virtues

• Philia–based friendship
• Motivated by friend’s goodness

• Brotherly love

• Concern for the other

• Agape-based friendship
• Not motivated by friend’s value, but in 

creating value in one’s friend

• Gift of self

Friendships in popular culture are most often what Aristotle would have described as “utilitarian friendships”  
-we befriend others because we need them – they are useful to us.  Or “friendships of pleasure” we are 
friends because we have common interests, we spend time together, and the friendship makes us feel good –
brings us pleasure.

Our culture over-emphasizes Eros or romantic love.  ( In some lists,“Spiritual / emotional attraction” is even 
included as a component of gender identity and sexual orientation. )  We thirst for spiritual and emotional 
connection that superficial and sexualized relationships don’t provide.

Friendships in communion with Christ offer that connection;.  They may be what Aristotle would call a 
friendship of virtue.”  They are based in philia – brotherly love.  They are motivated by sharing common 
values, recognizing the goodness of others and showing concern for the other.  Or they are based in Agape –
self-sacrificing, fruitful love in imitation of Christ.  The goal of holy friendships is to help each other become 
who God created them to be.

Seek the Riches of Holy Friendship
Constance T. Hull

According to Aristotle, he classifies friendship into three different types: Friendships of utility. Friendships of 
pleasure. Friendships of the good.
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Fostering Holy Friendships
• Pray

• Take our desires for friendship to the Lord 

• Pray for our friends

• Be the Holy Friend You Desire
• Strive to live a life of holiness

• Give freely without expecting something in return

• Live the virtues

• Put People First
• Order people first

• See others as Christ sees them

• Trust in Christ… abandon ourselves to His plans for us

Fostering Holy friendships begins with three basic steps.  
Prayer – 1) taking your desires for friendship to the Lord and 2)praying for the intentions of your friends.  
Being the Holy Friend You Desire – striving to live a live of holiness, giving freely without expecting anything in 
return, and living the virtues
Putting People first – ordering your life so that people are first, seeing others as Christ sees them, and 
trusting in Christ – abandoning yourself to his plans for you.
Catholic Exchange
Seek the Riches of Holy Friendship
Constance T. Hull (June 7, 2018)
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Friendship Building within Catechesis
• Prayer

• Include prayers for friendship and 
petitions for the intentions of friends.

• Life of Holiness
• Discuss how the grace of each Sacrament 

benefits friendship.
• Ask how students might use the Fruits or 

gifts of the Spirit to be a better friend

• Search for examples of friendships and 
advice in scripture

• Find examples of friendship among the Saints, friendship quotes from the 
Saints

• Discuss the importance of friendship in the context of Vocations

We can help foster Holy friendships in the context of catechesis.  Here are some examples:
Prayer

Regularly include prayers for friendship and prayers for friend’s intentions.
Life of Holiness

Discuss the how the grace of each Sacrament benefits friendship – let students lead the 
discussion
Find examples of friendships and advice about friendship in scripture
Find examples of friendship among the Saints, offer friendship quotes from the Saints
Discuss friendship in the context of Vocations

Give Freely - Assign “service projects” that serve friends
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Friendship Building within Catechesis continued

• Give Freely - Assign “service projects” 
that serve friends

• Teach the Virtues
• Emphasize the importance of virtue in friendship
• Share stories of virtue and friendship
• Identify friends who exemplify the virtues

• Put People First
• Emphasize the dignity of every human person
• Encourage people-focused sharing

• “Who did you share with…” or “Who did you spend time with…” vs “what did you do this 
week?”

• Compare spending time with friends and spending time with Christ (in prayer, in 
mass, letter-writing / journaling, learning about each other)

Give Freely - Assign “service projects” 
that serve friends

Teach the Virtues
Emphasize the importance of virtue in friendship
Share stories of virtue and friendship
Identify friends who exemplify the virtues

Put People First
Emphasize the dignity of every human person
Encourage people-focused sharing

“Who did you share with…” or “Who did you spend time with…” vs “what did you 
do this week?”

Compare spending time with friends and spending time with Christ (in prayer, in mass, 
letter-writing / journaling, learning about each other)
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Called to Heal and Protect…

• Jesus came into the world to heal us 
from the wounds of original sin.

• As His followers we are called to 
accompany those who are 
struggling.

• We are called to lead others to the 
truth and life in Christ.

• We can’t do this alone, but through 
the grace of God. 

Jesus came into the world to heal us from the wounds of original sin.
As His followers we are called to accompany those who are struggling.
We are called to lead others to the truth and life in Christ.
We can’t do this alone, but through the grace of God. 
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Dear Jesus, 
Bless our social and cultural climate. 

Grant that our society may be purified 
of everything contrary to chastity, 

and that we may have the strength to resist 
the pressures of prevailing distortions 

of human sexuality. 
“In the world you have tribulation; but be of good 

cheer, I have overcome the world” (Jn 16:33). 
“In all these things we are more than conquerors 

through Him who loved us” (Rom 8:37).
Hail Mary…
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